
Sprints  On  Dirt  Sponsor
Panels to Make Life Easier
Engine Pro Sprints On Dirt presented by ARP is honored that so
many sponsor partners are joining us for 2017. There could be
a problem though, just ask the SOD racers that have to put all
the decals on their cars! It has resulted in somewhat of a
challenge, so SOD has met the issue head on.

SOD has created sponsor panels that will allow its racers to
install as few as 7 decals instead of over 60! There will be a
panel for primary sponsors and one for secondary sponsors. The
SOD decal will continue to be an individual decal as well as
the Perfit Lucky Dog nose wing decal. A few decals for each
sponsor partner will still be available on a limited basis;
decals  for  sponsor  partners  that  join  us  after  panel
production  will  need  to  be  supplied  individually  also.

A sample of the primary sponsor panel is shown below.  It will
be approximately 15” wide by 20” high.

Here is a sample of the secondary sponsor panel. It will be
approximately 36” wide by 6” high.

The panels will be available with either a black or white
background; a few other standard colors may be available upon
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request. Logos will be placed in such a way to make it easy to
cut the panels into sections if needed.

Note that the examples above are for illustration purposes
only and not complete. The panels are not available yet since
some new sponsorships have not been finalized.

Engine Pro Sprints On Dirt presented by ARP is brought to you
in 2017 by many important sponsor partners including: Engine
Pro (Title Sponsor), ARP (Title Sponsor), Hoosier Racing Tire
(Official SOD Tire), MAHLE/Clevite (Beyond Limits Challenge
Sponsor), Driven Racing Oil (Battlegrounds Bash Sponsor), King
Engine Bearings (King of Michigan Sponsor), Engler Machine &
Tool (Primary Heat Race Sponsor), COMP Cams (Primary Heat Race
Sponsor),  RockAuto.com  (Primary  Heat  Race  Sponsor),  Lane
Automotive,  KSE  Racing  Products,  and  XYZ  Machining.   In
addition,  SOD  contingency  sponsors  include:  Allstar
Performance,  ATL  Racing  Fuel  Cells,  BR  Motorsports,
Diversified Machine Inc. (DMI), Hepfner Racing Products, K2W
Precision/Keizer  Aluminum  Wheels,  King  Racing  Products,
Kistler Racing Products, License 2 Play, Maxim Racing, Motor
City  Racing  Promotions,  Racing  Optics,  Rod  End  Supply,
Schoenfeld  Headers,  Simpson  Racing  Products,  Walker
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